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Introduction.
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let C(X) denote the space of continuous real-valued functions on X, and let T be a positive linear operator of C(X) into itself. Choquet and Foias [1] have considered convergence properties of the iterates T" of T n-i and the associated arithmetic means S^ = n~~1 ^ T''. In partir=o cular, they obtained the following two results [ Choquet and Foias showed that the condition that the limit in theorem 1.1 is strictly positive cannot be removed [l,Exemple 11]. They then raised the following problem: PROBLEM 1. -Suppose that S^l converges pointwise to a continuous limit. Is the convergence necessarily uniform! If M(X) denotes the set of Radon measures on X, identified with C(X)*, and P(X) is the set of probability measures in M(X), then P(X) is weak*-compact and convex, its extreme boundary 3^P(X) consists of the measures e^ concentrated at one point x of X, and there is an isometric order-isomorphism / '-^ / of C(X) onto the space A(P(X)) of continuous affine real-valued functions on P(X), given by /(jLi) == ffdp.. This raises a second problem. PROBLEM 2. -Suppose that K is a compact convex subset of a locally convex space, and T is a positive linear operator on A(K) such that for each x in 3^K, inf {(T"l) (x)\ n > 1} < 1 . Does it necessarily follow that ||T" || -> 0 ?
In § 2 we shall show (corollary 2.5) that the answer to problem 1 is affirmative, and in § 3 we shall give an example to show that the answer to problem 2 is negative, although it becomes affirmative if 3^K is replaced by its closure 3^K in K.
Uniform convergence of arithmetic means.
Let T be a positive linear operator on C(X), and a be a nonnegative function in C(X). Let Fy = a'^O) and Gy be the complement of Fy in X. For x in Gy and n > 1 there is abounded Radon measure ^ ^ on Gy such that
for all functions g in the space C^CG^) of continuous bounded real-valued functions on Gy. For a Borel-measurable function / defined ^-a.e. in G^, put (T^/) (x)=ffd^^ if the integral exists. Proof. -Suppose that / is continuous and non-negative. Let (g\) be an increasing net of continuous non-negative functions on X with support in Gy and converging pointwise to x<y • Then ./.a-^ec^), and
he right-hand integral increases to the finite integral f Xa'fdfJ^ ., so the result follows immediately in this special case.
The case when / is lower semi-continuous follows by approximating / from below by continuous functions, and the general case from the fact that the bounded Borel functions form the smallest linear space containing the lower semi-continuous functions and closed under bounded monotone sequential limits. Now suppose that To < pa for some real number j3. Then T^l^jS", so T^ maps C^G^) into itself. It follows immediately from the definitions that the following identity is valid for / in C^G,): T^W/) (x) = (T^/) (jc). Elementary integration theory shows that this identity is valid for any Borel function /on G, in the sense that if either expression exists then so does the other and they are equal. We shall therefore write Tî nstead of T^°. This discussion applies in particular to the case a = 1 when it is consistent to write T instead of T^ . Let a = (1 -^r^llall. Then Tl < a and Tl^^+^a. In particular, TX^ ^ Tl <a. Now suppose that T"x ^ a on Gy , and take x in Gy . Using lemma 2.1 and the fact that T^ 1 < 1, 
<5"
+l + ^ S^T^-^x.Tl).
r=l THEOREM 2.4. -Z^ T be a positive linear operator on C(X) and suppose that there is a non-negative continuous function a on
X such that To < a and (Tl)(x) < 1 whenever a(x) = 0. Then {T" 1: n ^ 1} is uniformly bounded.
Proof. -Take a as in lemma 2.2 and 6=sup{(Tl)(x):xEF^}< 1. By lemma 2.3, for x in Gy , (T"l)0c) < 5" + allTlll ^ 8'-- Now^ T"l is the restriction of T"l to F^ = a-^O), so inf{T"l : n > 1} = 0. By theorem 1.2 there is an integer m such that T'" 1 < 1 on F^ . Applying theorem 2.4 to T 771 , it follows that {^m n :n>l} is uniformly bounded. Hence {T"1:^>1} is uniformly bounded. The result now follows from [1, Theoreme 10].
Affine functions.
We shall now give an example to show that the answer to problem 2 is negative in general, even if K is a simplex. Let g be any continuously differentiable function of [0,1] into itself (in the sense of one-sided derivatives at the end-points) such that
Define the operator T by (T/) Qc) == g\x) f(g(x)
). Then T is a positive linear operator of CQ [0,1 ] into itself.
For any x in (0,1], let XQ = x, x^=g(x^^). Then xî ncreases to the limit 1, so g\Xy) -> 0. Now Cr'DOc) = "n 1 ^Oc,)->0 as n-^oo.
r=0
Thus T satisfies all the required properties. However
It is noted in [1] that Mokobodzki has shown that problem 2 has an affirmative answer if 3^K is closed. This is a special case of the following result, which deals with a general K, but assumes a strengthened condition on T. The proof is based on one of those given in [ 1 ] . Proof. -For a bounded real-valued function g on K, and x in K^ put (T^)(x) = inf{(Ta)(x): aEA(K), fl>^ on 3,K}. Then T(^) = XT.?, T^ < T^ if ^i < gz on 3^K, and Ta = Tfl for a in A(K).
By compactness of 9^K, there is an integer r and constant a>0 such that if go(x) = min {((T 4-a)"l) (x): 1 < n < r}, then gQ < 1 on 9,K. Then (T + a)^ < (T + a)l on 3^K. Alsô o<(T+a)"l, so (T+a)^^ (T + a)"-^! (1 </2<^). Hence, on 3^K, (T 4-a)gQ < ^ , so T^ < (1 -a)^. Now g^ > OL\ so T"l < a-^-T"^ ^a-^l -a)"^ on 3^K. The result now follows.
Similarly one may modify the proof of Theoreme 2 of [1] to show that if, under the conditions of theorem 3.2, sup {(T"l) (x): n > 1}> 1 foreach x in 3~K, then HT^II-^ oo.
Example 3.3. -Let J^ be a complex Hilbert space, and x be an operator on ^f such that x -a is compact for some scalar a with |a| < 1 . Suppose that for each unit vector { in Jf, |[x"|| < 1 for some n (possibly dependent on ^). If x is self-adjoint, the spectral theorem may be used to deduce that \\x || < 1 . However it is easily verified for example that any non-self-adjoint operator x of rank 1 and norm 1 also satisfies ll^2!! < 1 .
Let A be the C*-algebra spanned by the identity and the compact operators on Jf, and let K be its state space. It is well-known that the evaluation map is an isometric order-isomorphism of the selfadjoint part A 5 of A onto A(K), and that 3^K consists of the vector states o?^ (S ^^, IISII = 1) given by o^(a) = (a$,^ together with the unique state 0o annihilating the compacts [2, Corollaire 4.1.4]. Using the weak compactness of the unit ball of ^f it is easy to see that 3^ K consists of states of the form j3c^ + (1 -j3) 0(^[ 0,1]). If x satisfies the above conditions, and T is defined by Ta = x*ax then T is a positive linear operator on A 5 , and (j3c^+ (1 -/5)0o)(T"l)= ^llx^ll 2 + (1 -^)la| 2 " < 1 for some n. Theorem 3.2 now shows that ||T"1||->0, so l|x"||->0.
